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The development of Comics and VR Webtoon



What is comics we like?
What is the form about comics?

Existing Comics

Tree-book in published comics
Webtoon on PC
Webtoon on smart phone

Upcoming Comics

Virtual Reality VR Tuner
4D Toon to experience
AI Toon to talk directly with the character

We don't just reading comics any more. We also can experience to webtoon friendly.
Let's learn about development of Comics and VR Webtoon and practice in your hand.

Our favorite Comics!



VR Webtoon Education

Comics of the day

The development process of comics up to now
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Comics change along the media

Published Comics →  Webtoon → VR Toon → ?

02

What VR Webtoon is there?03

How to make VR Webtoon?

Understanding of VR space using cube

04

VR Webtoon Platform ComixV



Comics of the day



Satirical comics

Satirical cartoon in 
newspaper

Published comics

Serialized in comic 
magazines and 

published cartoon

Webtoon

Publishing cartoon 
in online service

Cartoons
Published comics 

+ Webtoon
Not scrolling, 

just flip over a page

VR Toon

VR is 
commercialized in 

the future
It is a scrolling comic's 

form about today.

Comics of the day

출판만화 잡지 점프

한국일보 신문 만평

네이버 포털 사이트 네이버 포털 사이트

VR웹툰 플렛폼 코믹스브이



Comics change along 
the media



Book is a 
maxium

delivering 
media before 

age of 
smartphones

Book

PC and 
smartphone is 
combined with 

the Internet 

PC/Smartphone

VR is new mass 
media of the 

day

VR device

The 
development of 

the media is 
endless

?

What is the relationship between the development of the media and comics contents?

Advancement of media



Publishing 
through 

magazines and 
compile into a 

book

Published 
comics As smart 

phones become 
commercially 

available, 
developed like 

webtoon

Webtoon

VR toon is new 
mass media of 

the day for 
using VR 
devices

VR Toon

What is the 
next time?

?

Content evolves according to the developing media

Comics change along the media



What VR Webtoon 
is there?



comixv
Homepage of Comixv

http://comixv.com/



How to make 
VR Webtoon?



Draw a picture on the planar figure

Using planar figure of cube

01

Let's imagine that this character as 
ours

Put the character in the cube and fold 
02

03

Basics of VR

You can feel the virtual space with the view 
in the cube.

Visibility with VR device = view by character
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Basics of VR

Draw a picture on the planar figure

Using planar figure of cube

Let's imagine that this character as 
ours

Put the character in the cube and fold 
02

03 You can feel the virtual space with the view 
in the cube.

Visibility with VR device = view by character

01

http://comixv.com/comixv.html?xml=./uploads/test/2018/02/21/164750_1519199270333/vtour/tour.xml


Thank you
Now let's make a VR Webtoon yourself.


